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Is economic growth a viable strategy for eradicating poverty when we consider the risks of human-
induced pollution from economic activity?

An empirical study casting doubts on the existence of a complete Environmental Kuznets Curve

Economic growth is widely recognized as the engine of the development that has brought great improvement in the
standard of living of hundreds of millions of people around the world. It is, thus, most often indicated as the best
instrument available to nation-states in the struggle for poverty reduction. Industrialized societies, however, are the
major contributors to environmental degradation through air and water pollution, production of waste, resource
depletion, threats to biodiversity and greenhouse problems. Given the increasing concern over the impact of human
economic activity on the environment and increasing evidence that emissions and the exploitation of resources have
reached levels which are not sustainable for the environment and are altering natural equilibriums of the planet, it is
fundamental to address the question of what relationship links economic growth to the environment.

This essay moves from theoretical economic frameworks for the analysis of environmental impact, economic growth,
and the relationship between them, to evaluate the impact of growth on the environment through empirical evidence
from a variety of countries. In particular, it discusses the hypothesis for the existence of an Environmental Kuznets
Curve (EKC), the idea of an inverted-U relationship between growth and environmental degradation, for which
degradation increases with growth only until a turning point from where it declines as growth proceeds.

The complexity of the relationship is acknowledged in the first section through the simplifying framework of the IPAT
identity, which shows the conflict between growth and environmental protection. The separate analysis of its
elements introduces the EKC hypothesis, which is discussed in the second section. A third section follows, on the
data presented to test the EKC hypothesis on a series of countries. Given that the results obtained are not coherent
with the hypothesis, possible explanations are given. The next section considers the theory of limits to growth as a
possible scenario and its implications for economic equilibria between state., The last section focuses on technology
as a possible solution, and supports this idea through reference to the Solow growth model.

I=P∙A∙T

Almost half of the world’s population lives on less than 2.5 dollars a day[1], and, while 12 percent of the world’s
population (living in North America and Western Europe and accounts for 60 percent of private consumption
spending, a third of humanity (living in South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa) accounts for only 3.2 percent.[2] Is the
prospect of economic growth for all compatible with environmental preservation and protection?

The IPAT identity allows for the calculation of the environmental impact of an economy. Generally attributed to
Ehrlich[3], it states that the environmental impact (I) is the result of the multiplication of population (P), affluence (A)
and technology (T) of the country or region considered. Affluence is measured in GDP per capita and technology in
emissions intensity, units per $ of GDP.
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The size of population contributes to determining the magnitude of a state’s environmental impact. Citizens’
behaviour has both a direct impact through, for example, garbage disposal and the use of cars, and an indirect one,
as with consumers in response to who’s demand production is undertaken[4]. A growing population produces a
growing impact on the environment. Controlling and reducing the rate of population growth is one suggested policy
for reducing environmental degradation, particularly in developing countries. The population, however, is also the
basis for growth, as the people are the workers who produce goods and services.

Per capita GDP is also positively linked to environmental impact, as greater production (and consumption) produces
more emissions and waste. Population and GDP growth are the components of the IPAT identity, which produce the
scale effect, an upward drive in impact. It instead constitutes the technique effect, which can offset the scale effect
partly or fully. It is composed of technological progress and improved energy intensity, which allows the same amount
of output with reduced energy inputs, and, consequently, to reduce emissions per unit of output.

The rate of improvement in T compared to the scale effects determines whether impact I increase or decreases. This
is a key indication for policy. In order to reduce emissions in a country, technological improvement has to outweigh
population and GDP growth. Findings from Stern state that on a global scale there has been no reduction in
emissions because the scale effect has been greater than the technique effect[5].

The Environmental Kuznets Curve

The identification of IPAT assumes that growth and environmental impact are positively related. However, evidence
of improving environmental standards in industrialized countries particularly since the 70s has brought forward the
idea of a possible “de-linking of environmental pressure from economic growth”[6]. This takes the name of the
Environmental Kuznets Curve, which represents the capacity of growth after a certain stage of reducing human
impact on the environment. The following is a typical representation of the EKC curve. Impact on the environment first
grows, then levels off, and then reduces as income increases.
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There are three main reasons for how growth would cause such effect.

Change in the structure of the economy

As countries develop they tend to move their production from agriculture to industry, in the process often described
as industrialization. Consequently, their emissions increase, with their environmental impact increases accordingly.
At a later stage of development, however, countries tend to move away from industrial production towards the
production of services. This production involves much less impact on the environment, and it is consequently likely
that emissions generally decline in this phase, as compared to the precedent. The figure below represents such
changes for the UK and the US.

Source: Rothman, D.S., Environmental Kuznets curves—real progress or passing the buck? A case for consumption-
based approaches, Ecological Economics 25, 1998, 177–194

Changes in demand 

As people become richer, they are more likely to acquire the desire and the means of spending on luxury goods.
Considering environmental quality as a luxury good, it is likely that they will be prepared to spend more on preserving
it and maintaining high environmental standards.

Political demand

Not only are individuals and households prepared to spend more privately, but they also reach greater awareness
and a shift in values that makes them demand greater protection from the state in terms of public policy and
environmental regulations. This results in the impositions of stricter environmental regulations, which contributes to
reducing environmental degradation.

Various studies have found such mechanisms to be observable in reality and have shown that there are countries
which present an Environmental Kuznets Curve. This next section, though, analyses the data on the emissions of
various countries in order to evaluate whether it is possible to claim that a certain level of growth is, indeed, beneficial
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for the environment.

Evidence for the EKC?

The following graph is the scatter-plot for the relationship between per capita GDP and CO2 emissions in 15
countries that represent a wide spectrum of development and values of per capita GDP. Ghana is the poorest, with a
value of $489.1747, and Switzerland is the richest, with a value of $50083.4673. All data is from the World Bank,
2005, in a period of relative economic stability and, at the same time, recent enough for its values to be meaningful.

Figure 1: CO2 emissions (kt) per level of per capita GDP, 2005[7]

Source: World Bank

It is not possible to identify a level of income after which emissions start falling. An upward trend in emissions as GDP
increases can be noted, but there is no pattern that resembles the shape of the theoretical EKC curve. In particular,
the right-hand part of the curve is missing, the one where emissions fall: only Switzerland, the last plot to the right,
presents a high GDP level and a relatively low level of emissions. The plot that stands out from and above the rest
corresponds to the GDP and emissions for Saudi Arabia. Like other oil-rich countries, it has a particularly high level of
emissions, in spite of a modest income level (which is itself fuelled greatly by the extraction of oil).

When considering individual countries, the results obtained differ widely. The data presented is below also from the
World Bank, and is from the period 1960-2008: it is presented in the form of scatter-plots and is for the already
mentioned Switzerland. There is evidence of a downward trend, but not with an inverted-U shape, and, in particular,
if the trend was to be projected towards the future, it would imply that there would have to be very high growth to
reduce emissions to a substantially lower level.
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Source: World Bank

Belgium’s trend is even less regular. Like Switzerland, it shows a tendency towards a reduction in emissions with
increasing GDP, but the pattern is not at all clear, with emissions mainly staying between the values of 10 and 12. If
looking at another interpretation of the data, it could be said that emissions for Belgium have remained largely
constant but have reached peaks at lower levels of growth, increasing the damage to the environment in the process.

Source: World Bank

The US presents a very similar trend, only at much higher levels of emissions. In this case, there is no evidence of a
decline in degradation.

Source: World Bank

The United Kingdom registers a constant decrease in emissions, but it does not go below the level of 8, which is still
very high.
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Source: World Bank

New Zealand and Norway have similar patterns, experiencing a clear growth only until very recently.

Source: World Bank

The Netherlands’ trend is very similar to that of Belgium.
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Source: World Bank

Sweden is the country that experiences the steepest decline in emissions, and even though its graph does not have a
U-shape, it does present a clear peak in emissions, at about $10 000 of per capita GDP. Emissions, however, do not
tend to particularly low levels.

Source: World Bank

Singapore exhibits data closest to that of a typical EKC shape. Even in this case, though, it is the downward trend
that is not marked. In addition, even at very high levels of GDP, emissions are still at a very high level. Also, to be
noted is the turning point that can be identified at $20 000, a value double than that of countries like Sweden, the
Netherlands and the US.
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Source: World Bank

At best, industrialized countries have reached the flat part of the EKC curve[8]. Some may have started to experience
a degree of reduction in emissions, but such reduction has very small dimensions compared to past increases.
Moreover, considering the levels of growth and per capita income reached in some of the wealtheir countries, the
question arises of how much more it would be necessary to achieve in order to substantially reduce emissions.

Many of the studies having found an EKC correlation between growth and environmental impact[9] have considered
the damage that is local in nature (i.e. is generated and suffered within a same nation or region). Types of such
damage include water pollution, urban sanitation and urban air quality, which have been measured through
particulates, nitrus oxide and sulphur oxide. Pollution of this kind is relatively inexpensive to reduce, in terms of
monetary costs and lifestyle changes. Nonetheless, measures such as CO2 emissions and municipal waste have
contrastingly not been shown to decrease with increasing per capita income. These types of pollution typically
trascend national borders, and there is, conseqeuntly, a reduced incentive for abatement: their impacts are relatively
easy to externalize and costly to control[10].

Simplistic takes on the EKC relationship have also tended to lose consideration of the complex link between growth
and envoronmental protection. Clearly, growth alone does not reduce pollution. Growth facilitates changes in social
and political institutions that are required to reduce the impact of economic activity on the environment[11]. There is
need for institutional change and political will in order to translate such opportunities into environmental regulations
and to overcome costs and path dependency problems for the adoption of new technologies, which may, however,
require a change in entire structures of an economy.

The analysis of emission trends in developed countries has also suggested the plausability of the argument that
transitions to lower levels of emissions have occurred more as a result of historical events than as a consequence of
a certain level of income. Countries at different income levels have experienced co-temporal and abrupt decreases in
their emission levels. This suggests that they may have reacted to wide-ranged historical events, rather than to
internal economic conditions (e.g. income levels), and in response to external shocks[12].

Emissions fell in OECD countries after 1973. In this period, growth was much lower in comparison to the 60s, thus
making it easier for structural and technological change to outweigh the positive effects of growth on emissions,
consequently reducing emissions. After 1985, there was a new phase of widespread economic growth, and
emissions in this period grew again in most developed countries. These trends suggest that growth has continued to
have a positive correlation to emissions[13]. (For confirmation that between 1973 and 1985 CO2 emissions in OECD
countries fell by 3.8%, in a period of slow economic growth, see the Dutch Economic Planning Office[14]). Examples
of historical shocks include the oil price shocks of the 1970s and the discovery of the ozone-layer hole, with the
subsequent creation of an international regime to restrict and eliminate CFC use. The latter example also
demonstrates that reductions in emissions have occurred as a result of institutional change.

The historical argument also strongly applies to transitional economies. The following are examples of countries that
were part of the Soviet Union. Emissions have seen an abrupt reduction around 1990: this is not related to changes
in per capita income, but rather to the transition to more modern and less polluting industrial processes, after the
move away from centrally planned economies.
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Another explanation for the noted declines in emissions in rich countries focuses on the analysis of trade and, in
particular, on its international dimension, as an alternative to the EKC explanation. “The North is simply exporting its
pollution to the South”, write G. Atkinson et al[15]. It has been noted above how countries tend to shift away from
industrial production at a certain stage of development. Even within manufacturing, rich western countries have
moved away from the processing of raw materials, a highly polluting activity, allowing it to move to developing
countries. However, the need for such materials remains, and even increases, with income, meaning that western
countries then buy the processed materials from the developing countries. This process allows the rich countries to
reduce the pollution stemming directly from their own economic activity, while, on a global and environmental scale, it
simpy shifts pollution to other areas of the planet. In fact, this most often increases the overall levels of pollution, as
developing countries lack the technology and sophistication in capital that developed countries may have (which
limits emissions per unit of output). Such mechanisms do not represent a solution to environmental problems, which
means that these mechanisms ultimately have a global dimension: in particular, they do not represent a possible path
for reducing the environmental impact of developing countries, as “there will be no countries coming up behind them
to which environmentally-intensive activities can be relocated”[16].

A Possible Meeting Point: Technology

Given that there is at least a doubt on whether economic growth is compatible with environmental protection, can
growth be considered totally desirable and constantly achievable? The environment provides indispensable inputs
for production and, thus, for growth: to the extent that environmental capital is limited, growth is also limited. Any
economy that looks to depleting its resources is bound to reach a no-growth point, at the end of the process of
dimininishing returns. Other types of capital are needed to sustain growth, in particular man-made capital. As the
Solow model shows, even considering a high level of substitutability between natural and man-made capital,
however, the latter also experiences diminishing returns and is not sufficient enough to produce long-term economic
growth.

A prospect of no growth is not appealing. Rich countries have experienced periods of low or zero economic growth,
which have in turn caused economic crisis, unemployment, fiscal instability and difficulties in funding public
services[17]. This experience has contributed to the importance given in the West to economic growth. When facing
the idea that growth deteriorates the environment, a looming scenario has appeared for western countries: having
acknowledged the environmental damage created by growth and, at the same time, the rightful quest for better living
conditions in developing countries, it has been clear that “dealing with poverty [would] involve redistribution”[18].
When 21 countries met to produce the Brundtland Report, a no growth strategy was not considered as a desirable
solution, and commissioners concluded that what was needed was “a new era of economic growth- growth that is
forceful and at the same time socially and environmentally sustainable”[19]. It specified that sustainable levels of
growth (i.e. growth that would improve wealth while not increasing environmental damage) were 3% of GDP for
developed countries and 5% for developing countries. Later studies have found such figures as being too generous,
however, and have indicated other levels of growth. The table below is from Bruyn.
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Source: de Bruyn, S. M., van den Bergh, J. C. J. M., Opschoor, J. B., ‘Economic Growth and Emissions:
Reconsidering the Empirical Basis of Environmental Kuznets Curves’, Ecological Economics 25, 1998, 161-175 

As explained above, sustained growth cannot be obtained simply through capital inputs. What can sustain growth
indefinitely is technological change. As the Solow growth model shows, “in the long run, countries exhibit per capita
growth at the rate of technological progress”[20].

Even with hypothesising the existence of an EKC for all countries (which has not been found in the analysis above), it
is clear that the majority of countries still would have to reach the turning point. Acoordingly, in the process,
emissions worldwide would grow incredibly, deteriorating a situation that had already been unsustainable. For growth
and environmental protection to be compatible, technology must be the driver of growth. In particular, it is necessary
for rich countries to provide developing economies with the technologies available, in order to leap-frog towards a
much higher state of development without destroying the environment.

Conclusions

This essay has dealt with the relationship between economic growth and environmental protection. It has attempted
to evaluate whether the two are compatible, or if the former undermines the latter. This is crucial in the outlining of
policies that aim to alleviate (and possibly eradicate) poverty through economic growth, as the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) do. It shows how there is no clear evidence of a negative relationship between growth
and CO2 emissions. In particular, there is little indication of an EKC-type relationship, which suggests that there is a
level of income after which emissions are reduced as income continues to grow. There is mostly a lack of evidence of
a downward slope (the right-hand part of the theoretical inverted-U shape).

Emission trends in developed countries do not show such tendency either. Most importantly, they present very
different curves, and it is not possible to extract a general framework or trend. This shows that environmental
protection is strongly related to national characteristics and national responses to environmental challenges. These
may be partly related to growth, but often are separate factors fundamental in the analysis of environmental
protection and emissions. This essay has focused on the distinction between different types of pollutants, noting how
the ones for which the EKC hypothesis has been confirmed mainly create pollution that does not transcend national
borders, and for which abatement is thus less costly and more worthwhile. It also underlined the importance of
institutional changes and environmental regulations: even in the unlikely case that growth is beneficial for the
environment after a certain level, it can only pose the conditions for abatement. It does not automatically reduce
emissions. Thirdly, it has suggested that historical events and economic shocks may have been the factors
contributing to the changes in emissions, rather than growth. The paper also referred to the international dimension of
trade to find dynamics that may have given the illusion of a Kuznets Curve: the shift of highly polluting production
away from developed nations towards developing ones may have reduced the environmental impact of the former
without however reducing the global impact on the environment.

The final part of the essay linked back to the IPAT identity to focus on technological advancement as the element that
allows the coexistence of economic growth and environmental protection. It explains how long-term growth is not
obtainable without technological progress: it is technological improvement that allows to produce greater amounts of
output with the same level of energy inputs, or the same amount of output with lower levels of inputs. If all nations in
the world are to develop and reach the living standards of the west, the impact of such growth would not be
sustainable for the environment if it were fuelled by traditional means of production. It is necessary to provide
developing countries with the green and efficient technologies available, and aim to allow only technology-driven
growth.
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